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WESTERN STATES
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April 9, 2015
San Francisco, California

15 STATES • 118 CLASS I AREAS • >85 MONITORS

BACKGROUND: CORE ISSUES
Challenge: Reduce man-made emissions impairing visibility at Class 1 Areas
Cooperative Planning Effort through WRAP for Baseline SIP (2000-2010)
 Shared inventory, causes of haze, extensive modeling, BART analysis, set RPGs
 States, Federal Land Managers, EPA Regions, Tribes, environmental and industry representatives

WESTAR Planning Committee Regional Haze Work Group (2011-2015)






States and Federal Land Managers discuss observations and experience
Presented recommendations for rule improvements to EPA - August 2013
Prepared WESTAR Regional Haze Work Plan to meet 2018 SIP deadline
Continued discussions with others at EPA-OAQPS - March 2015
Follow-up with comments at end of March; look forward to continued interactions

Regional Haze Program improvement recommendations
1. Simplify Progress Reports

2. Rethink Reasonable Progress Goals and Achieving Natural Conditions
3. Reduce Impairment from Controllable Anthropogenic Emissions

4. Integrate Regional Haze and NAAQS Planning Process and Strategies
5. Other Methods to Set Goals and Demonstrate Progress in Western States

The WEST is DIFFERENT

DIVERSE CAUSES of HAZE
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION and Relative Visibility
 Natural factors including terrain, meteorology, soils, elevation, plants and ecosystems,
seasons and weather, relative humidity, coastal vs. inland situation affect deciview level.
 Anthropogenic emissions contribute varying quantities of different haze species depending
on surrounding land uses, human settlement patterns, transportation corridors, and
international influences.

Species contributing to Haze on Worst Days are Different by Region
WEST - Intermontane West has best visibility, demonstrated by lowest light extinction
- Haziest Days often driven by Organic Carbon from natural wildfires, biogenic emissions
- Coarse Mass contributes to haze on windy days in the Southwest Desert
- Nitrates trace back to anthropogenic NOx sources (mobile, stationary, area)
- Sulfates rarely primary driver; considerably less influence on western Worst Days than in East
- High sulfates in Alaska do not match anthropogenic emissions inventory
- Hawaiian haze is sulfate-driven due to natural volcanic sources

MIDWEST

- Nitrates and Sulfates together cause almost 75% of light extinction on the haziest days

EAST - Sulfates cause more than 50% of haze on Worst Visibility days at almost all of the monitors

Need Different Regional Strategies based on Anthropogenic Source Impacts

VISIBILITY still IMPROVING
 Haziest (Worst) Days
Average Light Extinction
is lower since baseline

 West started with clearer
days – expect less
dramatic changes
 Expect additional
improvements by 2018
as all planned controls
implemented

 Difficult to determine
short and long-term
goals and demonstrate
progress without
recognizing that natural
haze interferes with
metric

RETHINKING VISIBILITY GOALS
 How should Western States set Reasonable Progress Goals?
 What does “Worst Days at Natural Conditions” really mean?

Mesa Verde National Park: Uniform Rate of Progress for 20% Best & Worst Days

WESTERN CONSIDERATIONS
 Three-quarters of Class 1 Areas in western states
 Differentiate between Natural Haze and Visibility
Impairment Caused by Anthropogenic Sources
 Wildfires, Dust Storms, Volcanoes are NATURAL
sources of haze, not “events” to be excluded
- In West, high and highly variable natural emissions skew
annual and five-year “Worst Days” averages, suggesting no
progress in reducing haze, despite measurable reductions in
anthropogenic emissions that otherwise improved visibility

 Back trajectories from first planning period show
International Transport has real impact beyond
state or federal control
 “Natural Conditions in 2064” doesn’t mean visibility
with only natural emissions; public misconception
that all anthropogenic impacts can be eliminated

http://www.westar.org/rhpage.html
see Meetings/Workshops Presentations: August 2013
For detailed discussion of WESTAR Core Issues

 Need metric that works for setting reasonable
progress goals and for measuring progress

FOCUS: CONTROLLABLE EMISSIONS
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Shaded areas represent emissions that states cannot control.
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PLANNING NEEDS: TIME, RESOURCES, STRATEGY

WESTAR must finish regional work by this date
http://www.westar.org/rhpage.html
See Additional Information: Regional Haze 2018 SIP Work Plan

EVOLVING CONCERNS
 Must link reductions from controls to visibility improvements
−
−
−
−
−
−

Start with controllable “drivers”: anthropogenic NOx and SOx sources
Add visibility improvement to 4-factor analysis for individual stationary sources
Consider area and mobile source impacts and controls
Phase in controls of composite of nearest sources, not just largest sources
Reconsider regional programs (e.g. Section 309 shared milestones and trading)
Smoke management programs essential

 Integrate planning by aligning haze and criteria pollutant timetables
− Share limited resources for inventory, modeling, and rule development
− Leverage NAAQS control programs for visibility co-benefits
− States without authority to be more stringent need federal control programs

 How do we know when we are done? And what do we do then?
− Some western sites are minimally affected by controllable emissions
− Need a process to determine that no additional controls are feasible
− Are we done in 2064? Do we look at maintaining or preventing future impairment?

Hawaiian volcano

Pacific fog

Denali

dust storm

100,000 acre wildfire

NEED to CONTINUE the DISCUSSION...
 Support modifications to the Progress Report
 Efficient use of resources with extended SIP submission date

 Discuss smart use of limited resources for continuing the program
 Focus on NOx and SOx reductions from anthropogenic sources but
must link them to visibility benefits

 Simpler method for setting Reasonable Progress Goals
 Measure progress by emissions reductions with visibility benefits
 Need means to assure visibility is maintained if no controls are feasible

 Continue to work with Federal Land Managers to improve visibility
 Look forward to discussing technical analyses with US EPA and others

